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Do you have employees who move between job sites
or work remotely? Then you need Mobile Location
Management with geofencing. With every employee 
punch, you see their time and location. Better yet, you
get alerts when employees punch outside of a geofence.

Benefits

• Time and money savings. Every mobile punch
 captures and posts location data directly to the
 timecard. Compiling this information any other
 way can take hours.

• Remote oversight. See where your employees punch 
in/out, even when they are out of sight. You focus on 
the exceptions.

• Peace of mind. Managers know right away if there is a 
problem. With geofencing, you find out in real-time if a 
punch is out of bounds.

• Health and wellbeing protection. No device sharing 
required. No queues or gathering areas needed for 
punch in/out.

Track the location and address of employee 
mobile punches, create geofences, and ensure 
your employees are at the right location at the 
right time.

MORE>

Ultimate Flexibility

You choose how to manage individuals and groups:

1. Add Mobile Location Management with visually 
mapped pin and address

2. Enforce geofencing for real-time exception reporting

3. Capture mobile punch plus related info like tips, 
mileage, job code

Mobile Location
Management

FEATURE BRIEF
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Use Cases

Construction
Laborers punch the clock when at home or ride share 
location if compensated for travel time. They punch 
at job site to capture work and break times. Job site 
geofences notify managers when employees punch out 
of bounds.

You see where time is spent, and costs incurred. Admin 
staffers clock in at work or home-based office. Executive 
and sales staff punch but do not submit location data.

Healthcare
A home healthcare company sets geofences around 
client locations. Punches by home care workers
capture location and are flagged if outside the
assigned geofence.

Nurses and specialists punch at each location visited. 
Managers easily identify anomalies in travel time,
duration at each location, and out of bound punches.

Manufacturing
A custom ornamental ironworks company has factory 
workers, office staff, remote salespeople, and installers. 
Factory workers use a hardware clock or mobile app
for timekeeping.

Office and remote salespeople use the mobile app
to capture their location with every punch. Installers 
clock their time on each job and managers see from
the pinpoint location that everyone is where they
are assigned.


